
ZC-ASTP-120 2*18AWG 双绞屏蔽电缆 铠装阻燃

产品名称 ZC-ASTP-120 2*18AWG 双绞屏蔽电缆 铠装阻燃

公司名称 天津市电缆总厂第一分厂

价格 .00/米

规格参数 品牌:天联
型号:齐全
产地:河北

公司地址 大城县毕演马村

联系电话 18533668066 18533668066

产品详情

Tianlian Cable Factory is a leading manufacturer of communication cables and specializes in the production of ZC-
ASTP-120 2*18AWG Shielded Twisted Pair Cable with Armored and Flame Retardant features. Our cables are
designed to provide superior performance and reliability for various communication applications.

As a trusted brand in the industry, Tianlian offers a wide range of options in terms of models and specifications. The
ZC-ASTP-120 2*18AWG cable is one of our most popular choices. It features a double-twisted structure, which helps
to minimize crosstalk and interference, ensuring high-quality signal transmission.

One of the key advantages of our shielded twisted pair cables is their exceptional shielding capabilities. The shielded
design provides protection against electromagnetic interference, making them ideal for use in environments with
multiple electronic devices. Whether it is in industrial settings or telecommunication networks, our cables offer reliable
and secure communication.

When it comes to purchasing shielded twisted pair cables, price is always an important factor to consider. Tianlian
strives to provide customers with competitive prices without compromising on quality. Our pricing is designed to
meet diverse budget requirements, making it easier for customers to find the perfect solution for their communication
needs.

At Tianlian, we understand the importance of visual representation when it comes to product selection. That is why
we offer a comprehensive range of images for our shielded twisted pair cables. These images showcase the design,
structure, and overall quality of our cables, giving customers a clear idea of the product they are purchasing.

It is worth mentioning that our shielded twisted pair cables are manufactured in the province of Hebei, known for its
rich resources and advanced manufacturing capabilities. With state-of-the-art facilities and a highly skilled workforce,
we ensure that each cable meets the highest industry standards and undergoes rigorous quality control procedures.

In conclusion, Tianlian's ZC-ASTP-120 2*18AWG Shielded Twisted Pair Cable with Armored and Flame Retardant



features is a reliable and cost-effective choice for various communication applications. With our wide range of
options, competitive prices, and superior quality, customers can trust in our brand for their communication needs.
Explore our range of shielded twisted pair cables today and experience the difference Tianlian brings to your
communication network.
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